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To improve the protective performance of old combined bridge barriers with

non-standard sections, this article has improved the guardrail scheme. The

newly improved guardrail is evaluated by finite element simulation, yield line

theory calculation, and a crash test to see whether it reaches class SA

protection. The results show that the blocking, redirecting, and buffering

functions of the improved scheme meet the Standard for Safety

Performance Evaluation of Highway Barriers (JTG B05-01-2013), and its

protection class reaches class SA. The bridge barrier with strict deformation

control cannot be evaluated by the yield line theory calculation alone. Thus, the

evaluation should be assisted with finite element simulation and a crash test.

The improved scheme has been successfully applied to engineering practice.

With simple construction, safety, and reliability, the scheme effectively reduces

engineering costs and improves the protective performance of old combined

bridge barriers with non-standard sections.
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Introduction

In 1994, China issued the Specification for Design and Construction of Expressway

Safety Appurtenances,which became the first design specification for traffic safety facilities

(JTJ 074-94, 1994). The first expressway on the Chinese mainland—the Shanghai–Jiading

expressway—was completed in October 1988. According to the Technical Standard of

Highway Engineering (JTJ 01-1988), the bridge of the highway designed before the release

of the Specification for Design and Construction of Expressway Safety Appurtenances (JTJ

074-94, 1994) should be set up with a guardrail. However, this version of the standard has

not clearly stipulated the form, shape, and protection class of the guardrail. As domestic

traffic develops, the Design Specifications for Highway Safety Facilities (JTG D81-2006,

2006) and the Design Specifications for Highway Safety Facilities (JTG D81-2017, 2017)
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have been issued successively, stipulating the form, shape, and

protection class of the guardrail.

For some combined bridge barriers built before 1994, the

collision surface of their concrete base is different from the one

recommended by JTJ 074-94, 1994, JTG D81-2006, 2006, and JTG

D81-2017, 2017, which is a non-standard collision surface.

Pursuant to the Technical Guide for Special Action for

Enhancing Protective Ability of Highway Bridges (Highway

Bureau of the Ministry of Transport, 2019), the safety

performance shall be evaluated in accordance with the

theoretical calculation method stipulated in the Appendix D of

the Design Guidelines for Highway Safety Facilities (JTG/T D81-

2017, 2017) or the Standard for Safety Performance Evaluation of

Highway Barriers (JTG B05-01-2013, 2013) (hereinafter referred to

as the “Standard”). For those that really need to be lifted, the

method of yield line theoretical calculation can be used to design

the structure of the guardrail lifting scheme. If sch1 conditions

permit, a real vehicle collision test can be carried out.

In recent years, many studies on improving the protective

performance of bridge barriers have been conducted at home

and abroad (Huang et al., 2020; Mousavi et al., 2021; Zhang

et al., 2022). Through finite element simulation and a crash test,

Zhao et al. (2020a) determined an improvement scheme for the

combined guardrail that connects the original concrete guardrail

base with three beams. According to relevant specifications and

standards, the strength of the guardrail components, the strength of

the weak flange deck, and the anti-overturning performance of the

guardrail were theoretically calculated. The finite element simulation

of the guardrail was performed to constantly optimize the guardrail

components and parameters. The safety performance of the

guardrail was verified through a crash test, which showed that

the protection class of the guardrail reached SS. Through

deformation and energy absorption, the upper steel beam and

column and the anti-obstruction block could effectively reduce

the collision load transmitted to the bridge deck, and the weak

flange deck met the bearing requirements.

To improve the protection class of NJ bridge barriers, Zhao

et al. (2020b) analyzed and optimized six guardrail improvement

schemes, one by one, with 3D finite element simulation, and

finally determined a safe, applicable, and economical combined

guardrail. This kind of guardrail has been applied to engineering

practice and has achieved the expected effect.

To enhance the performance of a road–railway bridge barrier,

Gong et al. (2021) studied the requirements for such bridges and

found that they need to prevent small overturning from vehicle

collisions and have high protection class. Therefore, Gong carried

out survey analysis, finite element simulation, and a full-scale crash

test. They concluded that the original guardrail did not meet the

protection requirements. To solve this problem, they proposed a

guardrail improvement scheme and verified its safety and

reliability. The results showed that the protection class of the

improved guardrail reached class SS and met the special

requirements for the bridge barrier to protect against overturning.

After full investigation and research, Liu et al. (2021) used the

original concrete guardrail base to make a transformed and

reinforced guardrail. The full-scale crash test was conducted

in accordance with the Standard for Safety Performance

Evaluation of Highway Barriers. The test showed that the

protection class of the transformed guardrail reached class SS,

indicating that the bridge barrier is both reliable and safe.

The Transportation Research Board (TRB) published the

Design and Management of Historic Roads (McCahon et al.,

2012), which studied the design and management of operating

roads and the improvement methods of bridge barriers.

The Indiana Department of Transportation and Purdue

University released the Guardrails for Use on Historic Bridges

(Frosch,et al., 2016; Frosch and Morel, 2016) in 2016, which

investigated the current situation of numerous bridge barriers,

and proposed modified schemes and detailed design drawings.

However, few studies have focused on the improvement of old

combined bridge barriers with non-standard sections (Bai et al., 2021;

Zhou et al., 2022). This study has designed a guardrail improvement

scheme and evaluated its class SA protective ability with finite

element simulation, yield line theory calculation, and a crash test.

Analysis of the collision surface of
combined bridge barriers

Figure 1 shows the collision surface of the improved

combined bridge barrier (F) and the basic combined bridge

FIGURE 1
Collision surface of combined bridge barriers. (A) Improved
combined bridge barrier (F). (B) Basic combined bridge barrier (NJ).
(C) Non-standard old combined bridge barrier.
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barrier (NJ) recommended by JTJ 074-94, 1994, JTG D81-2006,

2006, and JTGD81-2017, 2017. The slope toe is 55°, and the point

of gradient change is 84°. As for the collision surface of the old

combined bridge barrier with a non-standard section, the slope

toe is 45°, and the point of gradient change is 81°.

F is slightly better than the NJ. This is due to the smaller

height and width of the slope, on which the front wheels of the

truck will not climb (JTJ 074-94, 1994).

The concrete section at the lower part of the NJ barrier is the

type recommended by JTG 074-94, with a slope toe angle of 55°.

After the collision, the vehicle can easily climb the NJ section and

steer out of the barrier, so it can reduce the damage to the vehicle

and protect passengers in the vehicle. However, the NJ barrier

cannot stop the high-speed heavy vehicle from crossing the

guardrail and rushing out of the road (JTJ 074-94, 1994).

For the non-standard old combined bridge barrier, the concrete

slope toe is 45°, and the slope is bigger, making it easier for the vehicle

to climbonto the guardrail. After design andoptimization, the optimal

scheme is obtained through finite element simulation and theoretical

research. Then, a crash test is performed to verify the results.

Evaluating indicators

The Appendix D, Scheme 1–3 belongs to Design Guidelines

for Highway Safety Facilities (JTG/T D81-2017, 2017) specifies

the method for evaluating the bridge barriers: When the bearing

capacity of the bridge barrier components is greater than or equal

to the standard value of the vehicle collision load, the bearing

capacity of the guardrail will meet the requirements.

The finite element simulation and a crash test for vehicle

safety are carried out to test the bridge barrier based on the

standard. All indicators shall meet the standards for the blocking,

redirecting, and buffering functions of the guardrail.

To verify the bridge barrier improvement scheme, the

collision points of car and passenger bus (including extra bus)

should be located at 1/3 length from the starting point to the

terminal of the standard guardrail, along the driving direction of

the test vehicle (Gu et al., 2022; Lu et al., 2022).

The blocking, redirecting, and buffering functions of the

guardrail are tested and analyzed based on the crash test (the

crash test results are shown in Table 1).

The blocking function requires the guardrail to prevent the

vehicle from crossing, climbing, or straddling the guardrail.

During the test, fragments of the guardrail system cannot

penetrate the passenger compartment. Both indicators of the

blocking function are evaluated by collision videos and post-

collision photos.

The buffering function requires that both the Y-axis and X-axis

components of the passenger collision speed shall not exceed 12 m/s.

After the collision, the Y-axis and X-axis components of the

passenger acceleration shall not exceed 200 m/s2.

TABLE 1 Crash test results.

Test item Requirement Results

Test
value

Individual
conclusion

Blocking function Vehicle shall not cross, climb, or straddle the guardrail Car Meet Qualified

Bus Meet Qualified

Truck Meet Qualified

Test guardrail components and their detachable parts shall not intrude into the vehicle occupant
compartment

Car Meet Qualified

Bus Meet Qualified

Truck Meet Qualified

Redirecting
function

Vehicle shall not roll over after the collision Car Meet Qualified

Bus Meet Qualified

Truck Meet Qualified

Wheel track after collision shall meet the requirements of guiding our frame Car Meet Qualified

Bus Meet Qualified

Truck Meet Qualified

Buffering function Passenger collision speed Vx≤12, m/s Car 5.8 Qualified

Passenger collision speed Vy≤12, m/s 6.0 Qualified

Acceleration of passengers after collision ax≤200, m/s2 49.00 Qualified

Acceleration of passengers after collision ay≤200, m/s2 74.48 Qualified
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The redirecting function requires that the vehicle shall not

turn over after the collision, and the trajectories of the vehicle

after leaving the exit point shall meet the requirements of the

exit box.

Design of the improvement schemes

The guardrail base of the non-standard collision surface is

56 cm high, and the angle of the slope toe is 45°. The beam-

column structure is added to the upper part of the guardrail base

by implanting steel bars. To improve the protective ability of the

guardrail, three beam-column improvement schemes (schemes

1, 2, and 3) are designed (Figure 2)

Scheme 1 has removed the upper old steel beams and steel

columns of the old bridge barrier with the non-standard section

and retained the original concrete base. Two beams and flange

columns are added in the upper part so that the center height of

the upper beam is 120 cm, and the center height of the lower

beam is 75 cm. To fully use the beam, a long anti-obstruction

block is used to make the collision surface of the beam and the

elevation of the lower concrete slope toe at the same level. The

spacing between the columns is 2 m, and the beams are

connected with splice bolts.

Scheme 2 is an improved version of scheme 1. It has removed

the long anti-obstruction block and directly connects the beams

and the flange columns with bolts. The center height of the beams

remains unchanged.

Scheme 3 is a modified version of scheme 2. It has lifted the

lower beam up by 10 cm to shorten the net distance between

the upper and lower beams. This approach makes the

installation of the lower flange column more convenient

and effectively reduces the chances of the vehicle colliding

with the columns. The central height of the upper beam is still

120 cm.

Analysis of the protective ability of the
improvement schemes

Finite element simulation

The finite element simulation model is established. The

material of beams and columns includes multilinear, elastic-

plastic, and isotropic Q235 steel, with a density of 7.85 kg/m3, a

Poisson ratio of 0.25, and the elastic modulus of 210 GPa. The

section property selects the Belytschko–Tsay shell element with a

thickness of 6 mm. The guardrail and bridge flange plate is made

of concrete. C25 concrete is for the guardrail, and C40 concrete is

for the bridge flange plate. The section property selects the solid

element. The steel bar selects the line element. The material

characteristics are the same as beams and flange columns. The

contact among implanting bolts, steel bars, and concrete is

calculated by the Lagrangian algorithm. The upper structure

and the lower guardrail adopt the single contact, and the

guardrail and the vehicle adopt the surface-to-surface contact.

Figure 3 shows the guardrail with the non-standard section in

the three improvement schemes. After the class SA 14-ton bus

impacts the guardrail at a speed of 80 km/h, it does not cross,

climb, or straddle the guardrail. The blocking function of the

guardrail in all three improvement schemes meets the standard.

Moreover, scheme 2 is more convenient than scheme 1, after the

anti-obstruction block is removed. Scheme 3 is more convenient

than scheme 2 after the lower beam is installed higher than

before. Thus, scheme 3 is selected to undergo the next test.

Figure 4 shows the results of the class SA 18-ton truck and the

class SA 1.5-ton car impacting the guardrail in scheme 3 at a

speed of 60 km/h and 100 km/h, respectively. Both the truck and

the car do not cross, climb, or straddle the guardrail. Instead, they

drive off the guardrail normally to the roadway. Therefore, the

blocking and redirecting functions of the guardrail meet the

standard.

FIGURE 2
Beam-column improvement schemes. (A) Scheme 1. (B) Scheme 2. (C) Scheme 3.
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Theoretical calculation

The protective ability of scheme 3 is improved according to

the yield line theory calculation in Appendix D of the Design

Guidelines for Highway Safety Facilities (JTG/T D81-2017, 2017).

Based on the formula of the standard section, the bearing

capacity of the lower non-standard concrete collision surface

(Rw) in case of failure is 448 kN.

Rw � ( 2
2Lc − Lt

)(8Mb + 8Mw + McL2
c

H
). (1)

Rw——the bearing capacity of concrete in case of failure

Lt——load distribution length

Lc——the critical length at which the yield line forms

Mb——the additional bending bearing moment of the beam at

the top of the guardrail except for Mw

FIGURE 3
Driving process of the bus impacting the guardrail with the non-standard section. (A) Scheme 1. (B) Scheme 2. (C) Scheme 3.

FIGURE 4
Driving process of the truck and car impacting the guardrail in scheme 3. (A) Truck. (B) Car.
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Mw——the bending bearing moment of the guardrail about its

vertical axis

Mc——the bending bearing moment of the cantilever

guardrail about the longitudinal axis of the bridge

H——the effective height of the guardrail

The critical length at which the yield line forms, namely, the

top failure length of the concrete (Lc), is 2.5 m.

Lc � Lt

2
+

�������������������(Lt

2
)2

+ H(Mb +Mw)
Mc

.

√
(2)

The failure mode of the beam is the three-span failure, and

the bearing capacity (RR) is 70 kN.

RR � 16Mp + (N − 1)(N + 1)PpL

2NL − Lt
. (3)

RR——ultimate resistance of the one-span beam

Mb——bending moment of the inelastic yield line of all beams

constituting the plastic hinge

Pp——shear force is borne by a single column corresponding

to Mpost

Mpost ——plastic bending bearing moment of a single post

N——beam span

L——post spacing

After combining the bearing capacity of the upper beam and

column with the bearing capacity of the lower non-standard

concrete collision surface, the failure of the metal beam midspan

occurs first after the vehicle collision, and the total bearing

capacity of the guardrail (R
−
) is 518 kN.

�R � RR + Rw. (4)

R
−
——total bearing capacity of the guardrail

Pursuant to the Design Guidelines for Highway Safety

Facilities (JTG/T D81-2017, 2017), the standard load for the

vehicle’s transverse collision with the class SA bridge barrier is

410 kN. After theoretical calculation, the bearing capacity of

Scheme 3 reaches Class SA.

Verification of the crash test

Based on the class SA crash test stipulated in the standard, a

crash test of scheme 3 is verified. The condition of the crash test is

the same as that of finite element simulation.

Figure 5 shows how the car, bus, and truck crash into the

guardrail, respectively. They do not cross, climb, or straddle the

guardrail. Instead, all of them drive off the guardrail normally to

the roadway. This proves that the blocking function of the

guardrail meets the standard.

Figure 6 shows the wheel trajectories of the car, bus, and

truck after they leave the exit point. The trajectories meet the

requirements of the exit box, indicating that the redirecting

function of the guardrail meets the standard.

Figure 7 shows the time history curve of the Y-axis and

X-axis accelerations at the CG of the car. Using the acceleration at

CG, the absolute values of the Y-axis and X-axis components of

the passenger collision speed are calculated as vx = 5.8 m/s and

vy = 6.0 m/s, respectively. Both of them are less than 12 m/s,

meeting the standard. The maximum absolute values of the 10-

ms interval average value of the Y-axis and X-axis accelerations

after the collision of the Car are ax = 49 m/s2 and ay = 74.48 m/s2,

respectively. Both of them are less than 200 m/s2, meeting the

standard. This shows that the buffering function of the guardrail

meets the standard.

Comparative analysis of the
verification methods

According to the finite element simulation, yield line theory

calculation, and the crash test, the protective ability of scheme

3 reaches class SA. The calculation results of the three verification

methods are slightly different, especially the yield line theory

calculation. This is because the yield line theory calculation is a

simplified method for non-visual verification that cannot

intuitively obtain the effect after the guardrail collision. Finite

element simulation and real vehicle crash tests are highly

visualized. The combination of yield line theory calculation

and finite element simulation can effectively improve the

success rate of the crash test.

Three indicators are used to compare the results of the

verification methods and they are the critical length at which

the yield line forms, the number of damaged spans of the beam,

and the maximum transverse dynamic deformation of the beam.

As shown in Figure 8, the number of damaged spans of the

beam is 3 by yield line theory calculation; the number of damaged

spans of the bus is 3 by finite element simulation; and the failure

mode of the beam of the truck is the three-span failure, which

agrees with the theoretical calculations. The yield line theory can

neither calculate the number of damaged spans of the beam based

on different vehicle types nor can it obtain the deformation value

of the beam.

Under finite element simulation, the beam failures of the bus

and truck are different (Figure 9). After the impact of the bus, the

second beam midspan shows a maximum beam deformation of

51.4 cm. After the impact of the truck, the first and the third

beam midspans also show large deformation values of 38.8 and

46.3 cm, respectively. This is due to the truck body and the rear

container’s impact on the guardrail. The upper beam has no

deformation after the impact of the car. After the crash test, the

maximum dynamic deformation of the beam is 45 cm for the bus,

61 cm for the truck, and 0 cm for the car.
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FIGURE 5
Schematic diagram of the driving process of the car, bus, and truck (left to right). (A) Car. (B) Bus. (C) Truck.

FIGURE 6
Vehicle trajectories of the car, bus, and truck (left to right). (A) Car. (B) Bus. (C) Truck.
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The top concrete failure length is 2.5 m by yield line theory

calculation (Figure 10). The finite element simulation shows that

three spans of the guardrail are damaged by the crash of the bus,

with a length of 5 m; and three spans are damaged by the truck,

with a length of only 3 m. The bus has a longer damage length

and higher damage degree than the truck. The damaged spans by

the car can be ignored. The crash test shows that the bus has

damaged 6 m of the concrete guardrail, with three spans and four

FIGURE 7
Time history curve of the Y-axis and X-axis accelerations at CG of the car. (A) X-axis. (B) Y-axis.

FIGURE 8
Number of damaged spans of the beam by finite element
simulation. (A) Bus. (B) Truck. (C) Car.

FIGURE 9
Beam deformation by finite element simulation. (A) Bus. (B)
Truck.
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columns involved. The truck has crashed and damaged three

spans of the concrete guardrail, with a length of 6 m. The length

and degree of the damage to the truck are basically the same as

those to the bus. The crash of the car has not damaged the

guardrail system.

The damage forms of the concrete and the upper beam by

finite element simulation and a crash test are further compared,

as shown in Figure 11. The finite element simulation of the three

models is basically consistent with the real car collision test, and

the class SA crash test results verify the effectiveness of finite

element simulation.

According to the analysis of the damaged guardrail, it is

found that the elevated bridge guardrail will transmit the

collision force to the beam after the vehicle hits the beam.

The beam will then disperse the collision force to the column,

which will be transmitted to the flange column, and then to the

concrete base until it is transmitted to the bridge deck. As

shown after the collision of the bus and the truck, the large

deformation of the beam and the column absorbs part of the

collision energy. The concrete base is also damaged in the

triangular area at the flange column, as shown by the

damaged concrete at the flange after the impact of the bus

and the truck, which dissipates part of the collision energy. The

overall protection capacity of the guardrail after the final lifting

is effectively improved.

The critical length at which the yield line forms, the number

of damaged spans of the beam, and the maximum transverse

dynamic deformation value of the beam by yield line theory

calculation, finite element simulation, and the crash test are

summarized in Table 2. The similarity rates of the three

indicators by finite element simulation and the crash test are

83.33%, 100%, and 75.9%, respectively; the similarity rates of the

three indicators by yield line theory calculation and the crash test

are 41.67% and 100%, respectively.

As for the length of the critical yield line, the similarity

between the simulation analysis and real vehicle collision test is

83.33%, which is better than the theoretical calculationmethod of

41.67%. It is preferable to combine simulation analysis with a real

vehicle collision test. According to the analysis of the damaged

beam span, the simulation analysis and the theoretical analysis

are consistent with the real vehicle crash test. However, the

theoretical calculation method cannot analyze the maximum

dynamic deformation of the beam, and only the auxiliary

simulation and real vehicle collision test can be used.

FIGURE 10
Critical length at which the yield line forms. (A) Simulation. (B)
Real vehicle.

FIGURE 11
Comparison of the guardrail damage by a crash test and finite
element simulation.
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Engineering application

After verification by the crash test, the protective ability of

scheme 3 reaches class SA, so the scheme can be applied to

engineering practice. Scheme 3 has already been applied to pilot

projects and can be widely promoted in the future.

Before the implementation, managing traffic at the

construction workplace is an important part of site safety.

During the operation, original beams and columns on the

upper part are removed. Then, the original anti-collision

guardrail base is drilled with a 22-mm drill bit. The drilling

depth is 25 cm. After clearing the holes, the bolts (M20 mm

300 mm, Q235 steel) are implanted at a depth of 25 cm. After

the complete solidification of implanting adhesive, flange columns

are installed (flange plate 200 × 300 × 16, column 120 × 120 ×

5.75 × 696 mm, Q235 steel). The next step is to install the beams

(120 × 120 × 5.75 × 5,990 mm) and connect the columns and the

beams with the connecting bolts (16 × 280 mm, level 8.8). Beam

casings (100 mm × 100 × 5.75 × 500 mm) are used for transverse

connection, and splicing bolts (M16 × 160 mm, level 8.8), for

fixing. Photographs of the site construction are shown in Figure 12.

The installation works have improved the old combined

bridge barrier with a non-standard section to class SA

(Figure 13). The study provides a reference for improving the

bridge barrier’s collision surface to satisfy the new specification.

This study uses the base of the original bridge barrier with a non-

standard section. In this way, the loss of resources is largely

avoided, and the construction time becomes shorter. Moreover, it

reduces the demolition construction cost and the traffic

TABLE 2 Comparative analysis of the three verification methods.

Indicator Vehicle type Yield
line theory calculation

Finite element simulation Crash test

Critical length at which the yield line forms (m) Bus 2.5 5 6

Truck 2.5 3 6

Car 2.5 0 0

Number of damaged spans of the beam (span) Bus 3 3 3

Truck 3 3 3

Car 3 0 0

Maximum transverse dynamic deformation value of the beam (cm) Bus — 51.4 45

Truck — 46.3 61

Car — 0 0

FIGURE 12
Photographs of site construction.

FIGURE 13
Pilot installation effect.
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organization cost. The method of guardrail construction has

lower difficulty and safety risks during construction.

Summary

(1) In this article, an improvement scheme of an old combined

bridge barrier with a non-standard section has been

designed, and its class SA protective ability is evaluated by

finite element simulation, yield line theory calculation, and a

crash test. The results show that the blocking, redirecting,

and buffering functions of the improvement scheme meet

the standard, and its protection class reaches SA.

(2) For the bridge barrier that has strict deformation control,

using yield line theory calculation alone cannot achieve the

best evaluation and verification effect. Thus, it should be

assisted with the finite element simulation and the crash test.

(3) The improvement scheme has been successfully applied to

engineering practice. With simple construction, safety, and

reliability, the scheme effectively reduces engineering costs

and improves the protective performance of the old

combined bridge barriers with non-standard sections.
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